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Colloquium speaker talks views on pregnancies, rights of
women's ability to decide on different birthing methods
KIMBERLY DELANDE
News Reporter

In the final installment of this
year's Dana Shugar Colloquium,
University of Rhode Island
Professor Alana Bibeau, lecturer
of women's studies and sociology, discussed how the metoric of
safety, choice and control dominates a mother's understanding
of pregnancy and birth, ·and how
that .effects whether they give
birth at home in, birth centers or
at hospitals.
The rate of women who are
given cesarean sections in hospitals reached 32.9 percent in 2010.
However~ according to ·Bibeau
the rate of women who choose to
give birth at home or in freestanding birth centers has also
gone up to a historic percent. The
reason for this dramatic change
in numbers correlates back to
societf s emphasis on safety,
choice and control when it comes
to women giving birth.
"Society's values provide a
cultural and social road map for
thinking about women and
Amy St. Amand I Cigar
mother's bodies," Bibeau said. '1t
is .about who is in charge, and . Alana Bibeau, a University of Rhode Island Gender and Women's
about who, decidedl]j is not."
Studies Professor, gave a speech about childbirth this Tuesday,
Bibeau, a former student of February 14th in Lippitt 402.
the late Dana Shugar - a write~ activist and joint professor of women's studies and English,

a

who died of breast cancer more
·than 10 years ago - believed the
best way to tackle these issues for
her studies and present them to
the audience was to interview
physicians, pregnant women,
women who had recently given
birth and midwives. Among others she also watched women and
their interactions with their care
providers, and observed childbirthing classes. As Bibeau
understands it, she "traveled in
the world of birth."
Most mothers will choose to
have their .child in a hospital,
These women, said Bibeau, may
not realize the different options
they have to give birth, and if
they do realize them, society has
ingrained within women the idea
that alternative or "holistic"
methods are . unsafe. The belief
that a hospital is the only safe
place to have a child is deeply
embedded in what Bibeau
describes as "the story of childbirth." So, it is not surprising that
despite the high number of C-sections given to women, it is the
first place most women go to
have their child.
"When I talked to lawyers,
many said that it was no surprise
Continued on page 7

URI creates student readmBion program
FARAH CASALINI

News Editor

The University of Rhode
Island has started a new initiative that focuses closely on
those who were well on their
way to graduating, but never
quite finished.
"It's an opportunity for
people who left, to come back
and finish in a way that is
welcoming," Associate Dean
at the College of Continuing
Education Kathryn Quina
said.
Officially starting in
January 2012, "Finish What
You Started" is a ·readmission
program, available at both the
Kingston and Providence
campus, for those who
weren't able finish school and
get their degree.
P~ogram
coordinator

Connie Pritchard said the program first targeted students
with 100 credits or more by
mailing informational letters
and providing an information
inquiry form on its website.
However, she said, the intake
thus far has been from people
in all different situations
whose "lives got in the way."
"We get them to finish," she
said. "We make it happen."
The program provides
these students with a "direct
plan to finish," Pritchard said.
The student first completes an
intake form, then meets with
an assessment advisor, who
determines the best plan for
graduation.
As for the importance for
'the program, Quina said from
a practical standpoint, graduating with an associate's or
bachelor's degree is an incen-

tive for higher pay. She said it
also makes sense from a personal perspective, as well. ·
"The personal satisfaction
[of graduating] is really
important to a lot of people,"
Quina said. "Sometimes, it's
more significant to them now
than while they were in
school."
With 59 inquiries so far,
Pritchard said the program is
"progressing very, very well,"
and she is optimistic for the
program's future success.
She
dedicates
the
progress so far to the program's commitment to following up with those who
inquire.
"Our goal is to get everyone to graduate," Pritchard
said. "We want to make sure
no one falls through the
cracks."

Quina explained that the
program stemmed from the
Lima Foundation, a foundation that focuses on completing President Obama's "Goal
2025." The goal is aimed to
"increase the percentage of
Americans with high-quality
degrees and credentials to 60
percent by 2025," the website
said.
"We want to demonstrate
a solid graduation rate,"
Quina said.
This program is also coupled with various other graduation incentive programs,
including the Prior Learning
Assessment program, which
allows students to create a
portfolio demonstrating college-level learning one might
have acquired outside a college classroom.
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· Former Hasbro
C.EO credits
university for
aiding success
NANCY LAVIN

News Editor

Chairman of the Board of
Directors for Hasbro and former CEO Alfred Verrecchia
credited · the University of
Rhode Island for teaching him
the skills,rieeded for his success
in business. "Going to school
and being involved helped me'
to develop my leadership
skills, which along with my
accounting
background,
allowed me to move away
from finance and general management and become CEO,"
said Verrecchia.
Verrecchia graduated with
an accounting degree from URI
in 1965 and went on to get his·
MBA. He began working for
Hasbro as a staff accountant
during his undergraduate
degree and has "stayed on ever
since." Verrecchia was recently
inducted into the Toy Industry
Hall of Fame for his work at
Hasbro.
Before becoming CEO of
the company, he served as
Chief Financial Officer and
President of Hasbro.
"I got a great education,
certainly the education and
exposure that really prepared
me well," he said. "I had a
number of teachers who were
also working in the community
and were able to bring real
world experience to the classroom, which was very, very
helpful."
Verrecchia also noted the
importance of his involvement
in intramural sports and the
fraternity Phi Gamma Delta as
crucial to his success.
"Living in and being
involved in the management of
a fraternity helped me to develop my business skills," he said.
"Also, living in a house with
other people, you learn to get
along and work together as . a
team."
In addition to his leadership roles ~t Hasbro, Verrecchia
also served on the board of
Lifespan for 15 years, acting a8
chairman of the board for 10
years, until .stepping down in
· Continued on page 7

Check out what the
entertainm~nt staff chose
as their favorite love
songs.
See page 5.
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CAMPUS
Spring 2012 Election Platforms
Senator At-Large
Representitive

would love an opportunity to
do so. I would really appreciate
your vote. Thank you!

Chris Cicero
Kristen Stewart
My name is Chris Cicero.
I'm a sophomore here at URI
and I am re-running for Student
Senate for my 3rd term. I have
made countless contributions
on the Cultural Affairs committee that I plan to continue and
build on in future years. I
absolutely love being a part of
senate and I hope you will vote
for me to help continue· what I
am doing for you and the URI
student body!
Pitu Sim
Hello. I'm Pitu (P2) Sim,
and I want to be your next student senator! I'm a sophomore
studying
Economics
and
Politics. Aside from being
involved in several student
organizations and being a URI
101 mentor, I'm also an RA at
Heathman. As Student Senator
(at-large), I'll listen to your concerns and find ways to address
them. If you have any questions
about my candidacy, I am very
visible on-campus or online.
Vote for Pitu!. .. D2.

It's crazy to think that I am
currently writing my last
Student Senate Platform:. My
involvement with Student
Senate has been the most
rewarding and valuable experience over the past thre years.
After serving on nearly every
committee and having a voice
on many important University
matters, I am excited going into
my last term. I hope to continue
voicing the opinions and ideas
of my collegiate peers . .
Brittany Dobrzynski
I was elected to Student
Senate last spring and have
since served as off-campus and
CELS representative. I am fully
aware and capable of all duties
to be upheld in this position
and I love what we do. I have
dedicated my time and. hard
work to representing the student body and I don't plan to
stop anytime soon. With your
vote my dedication to you will
continue another year and you
won't be disappointed.

Andrew Pilkington
Ryann Rossi
I've been on Student Senate
for two full years. I've served
on the Academic and Campus
committees as well as the senate bylaw~ committee. My
belief is, if people elect you, you
should do the job as best as it
can be done. It's your responsibility to ensure their voice is
being heard loud and clear. I
work for you, the students of
URI. We can make a better
place for all of us.
Brittany Ferreira
Hello URI Students! My
name is Brittany Ferreira, I am a
junior
majoring
in
. Microbiology /MLS and I have
been on Senate since I was a
freshman, serving as the
Cultural Affairs chair this past
year. Being re-elected as AtLarge Representative would
mean the world to me; I feel
like I still have a lot more to
acCOJ!lplish on Senate and

My name is Ryann Rossi
and I am running for an Atlarge representative seat. rhave
experience on senate as a freshman
representative,
the
University . College representative and also served as the
SOARC chair in Spring 2011. I
would really like to continue
being involved in Senate and
also become more involved
with our school. I a~ a dependable, hard working student and
look forward · t~ serving URI
students. Thanks for your consideration!
Adive Musali
Hello, I'm Adive Musali, a
current freshman here at URI in
hope of becoming part of the
Student Senate. The reason as
to why I'm running is quite
simple: I want to be a represen~
tation of the freshmen class in
order to make our years here go

a lot smoother. Issues that peers and the secretary of the
have shall not be ignored and ·Financial Engineering Club. As
everyone will have the same Representative, I will serve as
opportunity to have their voice liaison between business students and the Dean. I will keep
be heard. Please vote for me.
the best interests of students in
mind and make sure all ideas
Gabriel Lamoureux
are put into consideration. Just
Hello everyone, my name as I will consider your ideas,
is Gabriel Lamoureux and I am please consider me as your replooking for your support to be resentative.
re-elected onto the Student
Senate. I have been on the
Derek Murphy
Senate for tWo and a half years
I am running because I
and I am looking for your vote
to continue being on the Senate. know that I hav~ the leadership
Thank you for your considera- experience and skills to make a
difference in the academic lives
tion.
of CBA students at URI. The
platform on which I am runJohn Paul Goddard
ning promotes increased comHello fellow students at the munication between CBA stuUniversity of Rhode Island. My dents and their academic proname is John Goddard and I am fessional equivalents within the
currently a freshman pharmacy CBA, as well as working with
student. I am writing to you the CBA to increase opportunitoday to ask once again for ties for students to gain valuyour vote to become an At- able real-life work experiences
Large seat on Student Senate. with companies outside URI.
As a freshman representative
on senate, I am part of Campus
College of Environmental .
Life Science Representitives
affairs. In Campus affairs, we
have been involved in my projRosemarie Thomas
ects including the · safety and
lighting walk.
My ·name is Rosemarie
College of Arts & Science Thomas and I am a junior
Representitive
majoring in Marine Affairs with
a philosophy minor. Currently I
serve on senate as the represenDave Welesko
tative for College of Arts &
My name is Dave Welesko Sciences, but would like the
and I am running for the posi- opportunity to switch my focus
tion
of Student
Senate to College of Environmental·
. Representative for The College Life Sciences and continue my
of Arts and Sciences. As a stu- passion for Senate. I plan to
dent at URI, f understand the ensure a solid link between the
wants and needs of our stu- student body and the adminisdents and want to be able to tration( giving students a voice.
make a difference. As represen- Your vote is greatly appreciat- ·
tative for Arts and Sciences, I ·ed!
would like to increase the communication with the Dean and
College of Human Science
& Service Representivies
·open up more opportunities for
students for internships offCaleb Heikes
campus.
College of Business
Representitive
J.Cortney DiMaio
My name is J.Cortney
DiMaio and I am running for
College
of
Business
Representative. I am a junior
Finance and Economics major

My name is Caleb Heikes. I
am a French and ·secondary
education major. I want to be
the representative for the
College of Human Sciences and
Services because as an education major, I am affiliated closely with the college. I would be a
positive addition to the Senate
because I am the only student,

to the Senates knowledge, that
has beaten the Narragansett
judicial system without the aid
of a lawyer. Vote For Me!
College of Nursing
Representitive
Kevin Mirandou
Go big or go home! As your
Nursing
College
.Representative I will do just
that. I have great leadership
skills and will put that to good
use. I will work tirelessly ·to
make your experience as a
nursing student at URI the best
it can be. Thanks for your consideration.
University College
Representitive
.E mily Dionne ·
Hi, my name is . Emily
Dionne. I am running for the
University College Liaison seat.
This past year, I served on
Student Senate and was a member of the Academic Affairs
Committee. My experiences on
Student Senate and the many
leadership positions I've held
in the past qualify me. If. elected, I would like to improve current communication between
Student Senate and the
University College administration to make sure our student
body is heard.
Ethan Zawatsky

..

As the University College
Representative incumbent (current senator), I am most qualified for the position in two
ways. Firsl, I am involved with
the recent University College
initiatives (Like revising the
Gen. Ed. structure and meeting
with the University College
Dean). Second, are the jobs I am
still in the process of completing, such as helping fund student academic groups. The
shifting nature of URI's academics requires Student Senate
representation
experienced
with the position.
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.C ONTINUED
Entertainment staff picks favorite Valentine's Day themed movies
"Sideways"
By Matt Goudreau
On the surface, most people would not identify this
film as a ."romantic" movie
but rather a "dramedy" road
trip. I look at it as an "experience," and one of the most
underrated films of the last
decade , Paul Giamatti and
Thomas Haden Church portray two old college roommates who take a weeklong
road trip to Santa Barbara.
Church's character is about to
be married and Giamatti
organizes the trip to allow
Church to sow some wild oats
and to escape from their
failed careers.
While in California, they
both develop relationships
with two women without
telling them they're hitched,
causing them to rethink their
lives and relationships. The
tone of the film aimlessly
shifts from serious · and
thought provoking to quirky
humor. The performances
len d th emselves to create
these likeable but somewh at
pathetic chara cters. San d ra
Oh and Virginia Madsen both
have great chem istry with
Church and Giamatti, w ho
also convey the belief that

they have been friends for
years.
Although the plot seems
traditional and a little cliche,
the script is filled with great
lines and engages the viewer.
With great leads, a smart and
moving script, and a trancelike state the film creates,
"Sideways" is a great journey
for both the romantically
engaged
and
hopelessly
romantic.
"There's
Something
About Mary"
By Sarah-Rose Marcus
The best romantic comedy
is by far "Something abotit
Mary." It has every element
of the perfect rom-com, but
with a dirty and vulgar twist.
Cameron Diaz is in her prime,
looking gorgeous even in the
scene where she wears "special hair gel." Ben Stiller
demonstrates just how far he
will go for love, whether it is
paying someone to stalk her,
getting his junk caught in a
zipper, or even tranquilizin g
h er d og.
"500 Days of Sum mer"
By Alex McDev itt
When n a rrowin g dow n

my very few favorite romantic comedies, there is truly a
winner when it comes to 'what
I'm going to be viewing on
my Valentines Day and in the
insuring years to come.
Back in August of 2009,
there came a film that, in
between tHe summer blockbusters, roused up a storm
with the little indie audience
that got its hands on it,
including myself. "500 Days
Of Summer," staring Joseph
Gordon Levitt and Zooey
Deschanel, took the world by
storm with its creative storyline, two of the most welldeveloped main characters in
recent years, and one of the
catchiest soundtracks to date .
I could honesty stand here
and call it a perfect film. What
"500" does that most romcorns fail to do is introduce
realism. You know, when
everything that seems to be
totally out of reach actually
does not happen for once?
That's rare for such .a fiJm to
point out cliches and impossible events actually occurring.
Plus, it doesn ' t seem to hurt
that it's from the guy' s point
of view, not the · girl's, and
introducing some of the factual points of what fe m ales d o
in
relationships
that

irritate/show up men. I can't
say it's the best rom-com ever,
but it's certainly the best from
the past few years.
"Love Actually"
By Augie King
I'm not going to say that
"Love Actually" is the best
romantic movie, even in within the past two decades, but
it's the one that pops into my
head the quickest when people ask me to name a good
romantic comedy. It has a
huge cast consisting of the
best British actbrs working
today,
inchiding
Alan
Rickman, Emma Thompson,
Liam Neeson, Colin Firth, and
Bill Nighy, among others.
Even Andrew Lincoln from
"The Walking Dead" has an
early career role here alongside Keira Knightley.
It also helps that, while I
would
classify
"Love
Actually" as more dramatic
than outright comedic, its
funny moments have more
w it and h eart in them th an the
ones in typi cal romantic
comedies. The scene w here
Hugh Grant' s prime minister
impromptu dance' s to The
P ointer Sisters' "Jump (For
My Lov e)" and then effort-

lessly switches back to normal
when his secretary arrives
makes me laugh every time.
Since there are so many
characters to deal with, they
each deal with all different
kinds of love that can be
happy, sad, funny, pr all of the
above, even in the same
scenes. This diversity and
sense of humor are what
make "Love Actually" so
imminently watchable for me
every year. Some people may
call it sappy and I can be
accused of cheating because it
takes place at Christmas, but
"Love Actually" is a movie
that I feel can be watched at
any time of the year and be
enjoyed just the same.

Apply .Now
to become the Senior Speaker
for the 2012 Commencement Ceremonies
Applications are available in the Student Senate office
Memorial Union Room 201 or on line at
www. uristudentsenate ..org.
Deadline to apply is Friday, March 2nd 2012 by Noon.
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Graduation
Around this time is when seniors begin to get antsy for
their graduation. Some want to continue the college experi- ence, while others just want to leave and get their careers
started. The famed "senioritis" affects many, adding to their
reasons on why they have started to slack off. That shouldn't
be the case. You should want to finish strong and leave a
good impression on your peers and those who try to look
after you. Consider yourself lucky compared to others who
aren't as fortunate to have the opportunity to finish on time
or at all in some cases.
Everyone's situation is different and whether or not you
have the opportunity to graduate college is based on your
own abilities and can sometimes be affected by outside
sources. Your personal life and those in it can be a part of
those outside sources. Health, income and family emergencies are other reasons why you may be involuntarily taking a
leave of absence. More often than not, the leave lasts longer
than you would like and you find yourself in a hole, not
being able to return and complete your credits.
Unbeknownst to many, there are programs to help out in
those sitUations. The "Finish What You Started" program
here at the university does just that, help you complete your-requirements for school and graduate. The amount of
absence you've had from school isn't relevant with the program. Their goal is to help you finish. Once you get your
degree, you can move on with your career or continue on to
graduate school or higher.
Once you're in that position you'll probably find yourself
with a sense of accomplishment. Depending on your degree,
you can move on to become CEO of a company or you can
become your favorite professor. All it takes is determination
and patience. Keep your goals in focus and stay strong. Strive
for success and don't give up when things seem tough.

'Too soon' to attempt humor
at Whitney Houston's passing
BY FARAH CASALINI
News Editor

Whitney Houston's death,
while a tragedy in the music
industry, didn't necessarily
take us all by surprise. We all
knew about her troubles with
drug addiction. In fact, most
of us really only knew her for
her drug stints and her
famous relationship with
Bobby Brown.
What people don't know
is that Whitney was an
absolute superstar in the '90s.
She was pretty much the
voice of that generation and
has long-since been admired.
But, as many superstars do,
she fell into the drug trap and
consequently, some rehab
·run-ins.
But does her downward
spiral really c~nstitute all the
negative and sarcastic comments being made about her
death just three days after it
happened?
Absolutely not. I understand the irony and that her
death was probably of her
own doing. But in no way
does that justify all the ridicu-
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n't deserve to die. Honestly, it
would take an extreme situation for me to ·think someone
deserved to die. But with the
way some people talk about
her de"ath, I'm starting to
think some of you think she
should have died. To me, that
says a lot about our society. Trust me, I appreciate a
good joke just as much as the
next person and I believe
everyone has the right to
express how they feel. But I
also believe in ·t he importance
of time and place and sensitivity towards others.·
Maybe I'm just a little
touchy because "I Will
Always Love You" was the
first song I ever sang and I
still .know every word. But I
don't think so. I felt the same
way about Amy Whinehouse
and all those jokes too.
Honestly guys, try to be a
little more sensitive. Quit trying to be "the funny guy" or
the one who always says what
everyone else is thinking. It's
rude, insensitive and quite
frankly, really not funny. Oh,
a.r:td yes, it is too soon. _

Know any interesting alumni?
Manag~ng

\!tbe

lous, downright mean comments people have made
about her.
Since when was it socially
acceptable to make a joke
about someone' s death, just
days after it happened? Just
because she made some mistakes, does thilt ,make her a
bad person? ·. Personally, I
think not.
Now, don't get all testy. I
know what some of you may
be thinking: "this is just a perfect example of how fame corrupts people" or even the,
"well it was her fault/'
Just because you read
about her in the paper doesn't
mean you know her - she is a
person too, with feelings and
emotions and a family that
cares about her. How would
you like it if someone were
saying horrible things about
someone you love after he or
she died? You wouldn't. It's
insensitive, even inhumane,
to say such cruel things about
someone who passed away,
especially since it happened
less than a week ago.
Really, all this just bothers
me' so much because she did-

Throughout the entire
month of February, the Good
Five Cent Cigar has been publishing alumni profiles and
finding out what they have ·
been up to since graduating
college.
Each graduate has their
own story to tell and they
each had their own successful
path to graduating. If · you

know anyone who we _should
look into profiling, let us
know by sending us a friendly
_
email
to:
.uricigar@gmail.com. Because
your friends, relatives, current I former colleagues are all
different, we'll leave it tip to
you to figure out if we should
talk to them.
Remember, it's up to you
to take the initiative to ·let us
know, we're always open for

~ew suggestions to add to our
list of alumni profiles. They
don't have to be recent graduates either. They could have
graduated 10, 20, even 30
years ago. Life on campus
most likely wasn't the same
as it is now, especially since
we have all of this technology
to help us, so wouldn't you
like to know exactly how it is
they got their work done?
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ARTS

& ENTERTAINMENT

Grammys pays tribute to Entertainment staff chooses
favorite Valentine's Day songs
late Whitney Houston
JENNA SCARDINO
Contributing Entertainment Writer

The world was stunned
when Whitney Houston was
pronounced dead late Saturday
afternoon. The 48 year-old star
was found submerged and
unconscious in her hotel bathtub. Though the cause of death
is still skeptical, rumors are
running rampant whether
Whitney overdosed or was
drowned. As of now officials
believe there was no source of
foul play.
With a musical icon dead
and the Grammys only a day
later, there was no doubt that
there would be some sorf of
tribute to the diva. Celebrities
were constantly asked for their
take on Houston's death at the
red carpet. Stars like Cyndi
Lauper, Neil Patrick Harris,
Steve Martin and Ice-T all
expressed their sorrow for
Whitney and her family to
reporters. before the big event.
The Grammys started off heartwarming with a prayer when
host L.L. Cool J said,
"Heavenly father, we thank
you for sharing our sister
Whitney with us. Today our
thoughts are with her mother,
her daughter and all of her
loved ones. And although she
has gone too soon, we remain
truly blessed to have been

touched by her beautiful spirit
and to have her lasting legacy
of music to cherish and share
forever. Amen."
Throughout the night,
numerous musical stars paid
tribute to Whitney. Many stars
like Stevie Wonder talked
about the musical bombshell
and her talents, but artists like
Rihanna, Bruno Mars, and
Alicia Keys honored her
through song. The mood was
set all night to be a night worth
celebrating but also a night of
sorrow and honor. The real
tearjerker came towards the
end of the night, when the
Grammys had a slideshow of
all the musical artists that had
passed this past year.
At the end there was a sole
picture of Whitney Houston
showing her years of life and in
the darkness Jennifer Hudson
came out on stage in a beautiful, tight black dress, where she
sang Houston's classic, "I Will
Always Love You." The perfectly pitched performance was
stunning and with Hudson's
big hair, sleek dress, and gorgeous voice, the crowd was
silent when Whitney was
brought back to life through
Houston's voice.
Hudson really put on a
classy show and had a hard
Continued on page 7
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"Just the Way You Are"
By Matt Goudreau

depending on your mood. If
you feel like having a "Lion
King" fix, you can listen to
the Simba and Nala version
and reminisce about your
childhood. If you have the
urge to belt out some tunes,
you can blast Elton John's
version while driving around
in your car.
No matter what version
you feel like listening to, this
song is a favorite that will
never get
old.

cist daring to choose the gamble of true love over the
sullen promise of drunkenness, a hard enough task for
any man, Jet alone Tom Waits,
certified Lord of Alcoholics.
The raunch and the rip.ple of
"Heart Attack and Vine," the
album that houses the track
and eight other Waits cuts,
dissolves into the serene beat
and collected vocal delivery
of "Jersey Girl."
That is, until the third
verse when his overpowering
affection toward his East
Coast lover breaks the shackles on Waits' gravel-throated ·
howl: "Jersey Girl" is a linearly transformative love so1,1g;
Waits' vocal journey from
restrained croon to wild wailing mirrors the emotional
changes from nervous introductions to declarative love
with reckless abandonment
currently happening in a
young lad of 20 smitten with
a certain blonde-haired beauty from the Garden State.
Well, I mean, the hair colors
not particularly important,
but that's just the . way I
always pictured it. Sha-la-la,
Sha-la-la!

When someone brings up
. the term "artist,~~ there are
many individuals or bands
that come to rnind. My top 10
favorite artists are anything
but modern although some
are still going s~rong today.
While he hasn't released any
new musi<;: since 1993, Billy
Joel still remains one of the
most influential artists in
music and one of my
favorites. Few artists are as
powerful to listen to with
"To Love Somebody"
only a piano and an amazing
By Alex .McDevitt
voice.
In 1977, Joel released his
This song didn't actually
fifth studio album "The come to me personally until I
Stranger" which catapulted saw the movie ";;o I 50" last
his star power and has widely year. In the scene where
been considered his finest Joseph Gordon Levitt's charcompilation. WHh many great acter is "spaced out" after eatsongs to choose from, "Just ing special cookies, a song
the Way You Are" for me is came about that really took
his masterpiece and is how I . me back. Seemingly out of
was introduced to his music. place in the movie, its lyrics
In addition to the great vocal got to me for some reason.
song,
"To
Love
performance, the lyrics are The
the standout aspect of the Somebody" by the Bees Gees,
song. It reminds the listener combines a classic orchestral
to never change who you are feel with a really iconic 70's
in order to please someone, vibe that fused so perfectly to
espe~ially because if they make my favorite love song
truly care for you, then they~ll ever.
"The Flame"
By Augie King
love you for who you are.
Even now, after watching
I do have to give honor- "50 I 50," I play the song conThis was a pretty easy
able mentions to Sir Elton stantly on repeat, not only
John and The Beatles, as they because of how recognizable choice for me, as Cheap
had a variety of songs I con- the beat is, but how true the Trick's "The Flame" coincisidered writing about. In con- lyrics are for me. One line in dentally happens to be my
clusion, this is a personifica- particular, the Bee Gees said, favorite song of all time.
tion of why I continue to lis- "I'm a mari, can't you see Perhaps, it was because I was
·ten to Joel's timeless music what I am? I live and breathe introduced to th~ song at a
and theres a shame when I for you. But what good does it point in my life where it
mention this in conversation do if I ain't got you, ain't got," spoke directly to me, but I
someone always mistakes it which gets to me the most. immediately fell in love with
for the Bruno Mars song. It's a Read out loud, it seems really it the moment its stirring guibig difference and there's no
out of place. But in mean- . tar chords whirred across my
ing,
it's the heart of the song. ears. The basic story of "The
comparison between the
It's
the
definition of my take Flame" is pretty universal for
songs!
both genders, in that it never
on love
itself. And for that, it's my specifies who left whom in
"I Believe in a Thing
the relationship break up that
Called Love"
favorite love song.
provides the backdrop for the ·
·By Conor Simao
"Jersey {;irl"
lyrics.
What is definite is that the ·
With the il:i.creasingly
By Conor Fagan
lyrics indicate that the persC!n
feminine
aesthetic
of
Valentines Day getting a bit
The seedy subject matter was dumped is still madly in
out of hand, it's sometimes of boozing, brawling, and love with the other and
wise to find an edgier way to consorting with women of the yearns to remain close and
celebrate the occasion. For night that generally lace" the care ·for them. The song conlyrics of Torn Waits takes a veys the aching emotions this
me, it being Valentines
Day gives me a great back seat to genuine emotion- person feels with the incrediexcuse to rock out to a master- al connection in what I con- ble verse, "Watching shadows
piece like "I Believe in a sider to be one of the greatest move across the wall, it feels
Thing Called Love," as com- love songs ever written. so frightening, I wanna run to
posed by esteemed British "Jersey Girl" represents a you, I wanna call, but I've
rock band "The Darkness," startling ideological break been hit by lightning." I don't
without feeling victimized by from the grizzled persona usually memorize songs, but
all those fat cats at the greet- Waits had begun (but not there are so many lines like
quite finished) cultivating for that one within "The Flame"
ing card company.
himself during the late 1970's. that have burned into my
"Can You Feel the Love
The gin-soaked balladeer memory. It's a song about lost
Tonight"
gives hookers, drinkers and love, love that still burns
By Sarah-Rose Marcus
his "corner boys" a negligent within and hopeful love for
miss in favor of a comforting the future, and I never get
"Can You Feel the Love female, while interspersed ·tired of listening to it.
Tonight" is the best love bal- hymns of commitment ("I
lad because it has two ver- know someday that she'll
sions you can listen to wear my ring") sees the lyri-
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Everyone's (avorite weekly question

Eric Hilton, Writing/rhetoric, Senior, plans on
"Being single"

Joshua Sargent, Environmental Science,
Sophomore, had plans on "Taking a physics
exam, then taking myself out to dinner."

Gianna Mastrostefano, Health Studies,
Freshman, was "Going to see The Vow with my
friend Carey."

Ravyne Williams, TMD, Sophomore, was going
to "Work from 9-1 I, class from I 1-1 :45, work 57, SASA from 7-8:30, fashion show 9 till whenever."

Brett Kingsborough, Pre-l!led, Junior, wanted
to "cuddle and snuggle and watch a movie."

Nick Fanaritis, Pre-med (bio), Sophomore
said he was planning on "Curling up on the
couch by myself watching 'Love, Actually.'"

Staci Smith, Pre-dental/Biological science,
Senior, said, "My boyfriend and I are going to
the movies, out to dinner, and shopping. •

Erin Moss, Kinesiology, Freshman, planned to
be "Studying for Anatomy and Kinesiology and
going out with my boyfriend the day after."

Mitch Champlin, Chemical Engineering,
Freshman, planned to "Cry alone in my basement with my twelve cats."

.... .
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted
Looking to make a difference in the life
of a child and earn professional experience? Part-time positions available after
school and weekends to work with children and adolescents with developmental disabilities in their home and community. Range of Pay $10-$12 per hour.
Please Contact Jane Eldredge at
State
Jeldredge@oscr.org
Ocean
Community Resources, Inc. (401) 7894614 or (401) 245-7900

liVing
Acad 12-13 6 BED NEW EASTWARD
15
Greene
Lane
(www.homeaway.com/vacationrental/p303174) 43 Glendale Rd
(www.vrbo.com/167707 Call 917-2702185 email mjvercillo@hotmail.com
NARRAGANSETT - Large 4 bed 2
bathroom house deck, parking, laundry,
furnished, close to campus. $400 each
plus utilities, josh@brown.edu 401-2639933
Eastward Look rental, 5 bed, 3 bath, gas
heat, all appliances, large deck with gas
grill, see homeaway.com, #115966 Cell
860-380-0581, email jfs3@cox.net
Large, spacious . 5 bedroom, 2 bath
home, many extras in this modern and
nicely furnished home. Walk to
Scarborough beach, tennis courts and
park. Will be available September 2012May 2013. 2600/mo, security needed
·
View
on
also.
Narragansettbeachhomerental.shutterfly.com, email rsfolta@yahoo.com or
call413-562-0022.
Updated 2nd floor 2 bedroom condo
Narragansett Pier. Granite kitchen, in
suite laundry, water - garbage - snow
removal included. Quiet for studying,
Available 9/1/12 - 5/31/13 - $1 ,000.00
month.
Contact
Carol
@
mytyme2050@yahoo.com
Bonnet Shores 4 bed, 2 bath, furnished,
washer/dryer, parking. New gas furnace,
non-smokers only. Sep 2012-May 2013.
$1700/mo: 401-934-3128
Large selection of well-maintained
homes for rent. No application fees! Call
now for 2012-2013 . 401-789-0666 or
Liladelman.com
Eastward Look North. Extra-large 4 bedroom/2.5 bath, $2100/month nicely furnished, includes recycling + cleaning.
Mature
students
wanted.
Homeaway.com
#379941
email
amy.bartolone@gmail.com

Whitney
From page 5
time finishing such a moving
performance. Such a musical
icon like Whitney Houston will
never be forgotten. Her infamous love ballads and upbeat
songs will forever be remembered and The Grammys did a
fantastic job of displaying such
a tragedy in music.

Women

Business

From page l

From page l

that a doctor would chose to give
a C-section," Bibeau said. "If a
doctor is sued and taken to court
for delivering a less than perfect
baby, the doctor will be able to
[say], 'I did everything I could.'
Giving a C-section is thought of
as being able to do everything
they possibly could for the mother."
When a woman chooses to
have her baby in a hospital, there
is a 33 percent chance that the
physician will deem that a C-section is necessary.· Maternal and
infant deaths are also on the rise,
which Bibeau said is not appropriate for a modem nation.
According to Bibeau, there are 41
other nations with lower rates of
maternal and infant deaths,
which include Slovenia and
Cuba.
Approximately half of the
women Bibeau interviewed who
chose to give birth with a midwife, either at home oi in a
birthing cente~ did so after hearing about the negative experience that their sisters, relatives,
or friends went through from
. giving birth at a hospital. In this
way, the big increase of women
who chose to follow the "midwifery" method may be a
respo~e to hospitals' treatment
of women when delivering their
babies.
. "Hopefully, atsome-points,
hospitals will catch onto this and
implement research based policies and procedures," Bibeau
said.
Many mothers Bibeau interviewed chose to have physicians
at a hospital to be their advocate
in an institutional system that
they had little control over, while
midwifery was a way to avoid
medical control in what they
believed was a healthy, natural
process.
"Many of the women I interviewed agreed that safety [is] a
primary factor of how and where
birth should happen," Bibeau
said. "However, they disagree
with how and where that exactly
·
is."
Through her studies, Bibeau
found that women who prefer
the "medical" model of giving
birth, which is to give birth in a
hospital under the care of a
physician, are more critical of
mothers who choose the "midwifery" method, which is giving
· birth at home or at a birth center.
.However, the opposite is also
true. In tum, the dialogue of the
birthing debate, according to
Bibeau, has turned into a debate
about American motherhood
society demands a woman must
decide what is best for the child
before the child is even born.
"If we believe in a society
where we have the freedom of
choice," Bibeau said, "Then we
must accept that others may
choose differently."

Psychic Walter .Mercado to
help young Puerto Ricans

December 2011.
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
At · URI, he serves on the
(AP) Famed astrologer
Business Advisory Council, as
Walter Mercado, who emerged
well as the President's Council,
weeks ago from a near-death
which consists of
diverse
experience,
announced
group of alumni who meet and
Tuesday that he will create a
discuss campus issues with the
charitable foundation in Puerto
president a few times each
Rico to help children·. and
year.
Verrecchia · also lectures· teenagers.
· The flamboyant psychic
business classes and gave the
said he will auction hundreds
keynote address at last year's
of ornate capes he wore during
career day for· the College of
his lengthy TV career that
Business.
attracted a cult-like following
"I enjoy very much being
across Latin America to raise
involved with the students,
money for the Shanti Ananda
and find them to be enthusiasFoundation.
tic and anxious to learn," he
"The Walter of capes is
said. 1/Every time I go into the
over," he said. "The public
classroom, I enjoy it."
wants me like this, of flesh and
Verrecchia added that the
bone."
university has "come a long
The organization will tarway" since he graduated,
get children with spina bifida
thanks to' the wor~ of many
and pregnant teenagers, as well
great presidents and faculty.
as young adults who need help
Verrecchia is also behind
or guidance, he said.
the Al and Gerrie Verrecchia
Mercado, who now calls
Challenge Grant, in which he
Ananda,
himself
Shanti
and his wife match donations
remained vague when pressed
up to $12,500 from individuals
for details about the organizawho donate to the university.
tion or what kind of help it
He said he and his wife are
would provide.
very interested in providing
"The type of help cannot be
opportunities for students who
limited to one word," he said,
might not otherwise have
adding that the center would
them.
·
provide counseling and mediWhen asked for advice for
tation.
current students, Verrecchia
He has ·not yet decided ·
emphasized the importance of
where to build the center or
hard work. "Certainly you
how many people it would tarneed to have the skills, but
get, but is confident he can
there are a lot of people out
raise enough money for the
there who are going to have
· project. He has more than 2,000
skills, and you can outwork
capes sitting in an air-condithem," he said. "There are so
tioned room in Miami, where
many examples in life where
he used to live. Each one costs
the hardest working individual
at least $1,000, with many
is the one who is successful."
embroidered by hand, he said.
Mercado said he is shedding the elaborate capes that
defined his TV persona after
nearly dying from pneumonia

a

and a heart attack in January.
"When you go through this
kind of process, you change,"
he said. "You value things that
you didn't value before."
made
the
Mercado
announcement at his home
near the capital of San Ju.an,
where he sat n~stled by embroidered pillows and bright
scarves in
red-and-gold
themed room. Instead of a
cape, he wore a bright red shirt,
an even brighter red tie and a .
velvet burgundy jacket topped
with a bejeweled butterfly
brooch.
Mercado said he nearly
died after he was hospitalized
for . pneumonia while in his
native Puerto Rico to 'celebrate
the holidays. He then · 'was
transferred to a hospital in
Ohio after his health condition
.worsened. His publicist later
revealed that Mercado also had
suffered a heart attack.
During his hospitaliZation,
hundreds of fans "Called, wrote
letters and posted encouraging
messages on Facebook. Among
those praying for him was Lilli
Acevedo, a 56-year-old Puerto
Rican who has followed ·
Mercado since his early days.
"I loved him, and I loved
his capes and his rings," she
said.
When Mercado became
sick, Acevedo said she feared
the end of his daily horoscopes.
"That affected me a lot," she
said. "That is like my cup of coffee every rooming."
Mercado no longer does
TY, but he write horoscopes for
El Nuevo Herald in Miami, as
well as several newspapers in
Latin America and one in
Puerto Rico, where he moved
nearly two years ago from
Miami.

a
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SPORTS
Popular wrestlers to rekin·dle old matchups
and fight in upcoming pay-per-view event
one?) into a holier-than-thou, keep to his central character
planet-saving superhero that while growing into an older,
Sports Staff Writer
always keeps his head above more cynical version of it.
the
fray and is a fighter for He'll be able to go at The Rock
The ending of RAW on
good·
over evil.
as an angry, hateful former
Monday night set up the most
. I've grown to hate the superhero who is worried
pivotal match of the Chamber
that his throne is about to be
pay-per-view, which will character. I loved it three
years ago, but it has been taken back by the re-conquermatch up Kane and John Cena
in
rarely-seen Ambulance incredibly stale for over a ing former hero.
year. Half of the audience
There is the potential for
Match.
every
week
is
chanting
"Cena
greatness
in this feud if it is
John Cena is slated to take
sucks."
but
the
WWE
has
written
and
executed properon The Rock at Wrestlemania,
.ly. Cena will have to show the
been
reluctant
to
change
his
which makes his current feud
all the more interesting, persona because of the con- in-ring prowess he showed in
because it has been the most tinued successful merchan- his feud with CM Punk over
the summer and his classic
dramatic storyline he has dise sales.
.
skills on the microphone to
The
beauty
of
his
current
been involved with since he
feud
with
Kane
is
that
it
has
make
this work because The
feuded with Edge and Big
allowed
him
to
continue
to
be
.
Rock
will
bring his A-game
Show at Wrestlemania XXV.
(He
is
an actor after
the
"face,"
or
good
guy,
in
the
Kane's belief that Cena
all..
..
we'll·
let "Escape from
storyline
while
also
evolving
has to "embrace the hate" has .
his
character
into
a
good
perWitch
Mountain"
go).
allowed Cena t~ morph his
son
with
an
edge.
That's
Here's
hoping
that Kanecharacter. Kane has been, for
incredibly
important
heading
Gena
ends
with
a
bang this
this feud and much of his
into
Wrestlemania.
Sunday
and
that
the
road to
career, very. one-dimensional.
Considering
that
the
Cena-Rock
is
paved
with
gold
He ·is a tall, heavy bruiser
entire
wrestling
audience,
and
not
bronze.
The
WWE
has
who will play up or down his
messed
up
,sure
things
in
the
sans·
boys
under
the
age
of
11
fire and brimstone character
and
girls
between
13-20,
will
past,
and
they
·
can't
afford
to
depending on what the story
be
pulling
for
the
Rock
to
win
ruin
a
match
as
big
as
this.
line needs.
By contrast Cena' s charac- their mega-match in Miami, it
ter has morphed from a thug- is important that Cena is writlike rapper (word life, any- ten in a way where he can
J;JY MIKE "THE CRUSHER"
ABELSON

a

Men's hockey loses consecutive
home games in weekend series
BY JONATHAN SHIDELER

Sports Staff Reporter

Despite. its effort this
weekend the University of
Rhode Island men's hockey
team dropped both of its
games at home as they faced
off
against
the
State
University of New York Stony
Brook.
The Rams began their
weekend Friday with a defensive battle in the first period
as neither team managed to
register a goal in the first 20 ·
minutes.
A total of seven goals
were exchanged in the second
period between the two
teams.
Junior
Mike
Radziszewski led the charge
in the period, scoring two
goals and recording an assist.
Also contributing was
freshman AJ Chua who had
three assists and a goal of his
own. Freshman Cameron
Schneck also contributed a
goal in the period as the Rams
took a one-goal lead going

into the final period with a
score of 4-3.
In the final period the
Rams were blanke<;!.. The team
couldn't registe'r a goal and
gave up three as they lost
their first game of the week.end 6-4.
The Rams came out flat to
start their next . game on
Saturday. In the first period
they gave up 14 shots on goal
and only registered four of
their own. In the second period the Rams did a better job
at controlling the puck on
offense while their defense
improved in comparison to
the first period, holding the
Seawolves to nine shots on
goal.
The third period seemed
to sum up the Rams season as
a whole. They started playing
to their full capability but
couldn't catch a · break.
Sophomore forward Justin
Bishop scored the Rams first
goal four minutes into the
period to cut Stony Brook's

Women's track and field
just short ·of winning
Valentine's invitational
BY NIKITA DUKE

Sports Staff Writer

Setting multiple seasons'
bests, the University of Rhode
Island's women's track and field
had an impressive meet in
Boston on Friday when it competed in the Bostori University
Valentine Invitational.
Leading the Rams was junior
Genevieve Rybicki who placed
second in the shot put with a
score of 13.38 meters. This was
Rybicki's personal best and tied
her for ninth URI individual alltime.
Sophomore Kim Ezeama
and freshman Emily Renna each
topped their seasons' bests in the
triple'jump with Ezeama placing
fourth and marking 11.49 meters
and Renna behind her hitting
10.55 meters. Senior Najla
Singleton qualified for New
England's, running the 500m
dash in 1:17:55.
Junior Hayley Madsen had
her season best in the 1,000m run
finishing with 2:55:29. This qualified her for New England's,

ECAL and makes her the eighth
URI individual in the 1,000m run
of all time.
Among season's bests in pole
vault were sophomore Kaylan
Pickford (3.50m),
junior Lexi Harrington and
senior Jill Pizzo.
URI will be the home team of
· this season's Atlantic 10 Indoor
Track and Field Championship,
which will bt: held this Friday,
Feb. 17 and Saturday, Feb 18.
When asked about the big meet
this weekend, senior Siobhan
Breagy said that it's not qll about
winnirig a title, but that ·the team
just does its best and performs
well overall.
"It's been a great season so
far," Breagy said. ''I'm excited to
compete this weekend, but we're
third in the poles and obviously
we'd like to do better than
that... so I see it more as getting
points to get to the team goal,"
As far as her own performance, Breagy said, "I'd like to run
faster, obviously, but t also want
to run a competitive race."

Pekinges-e becomes
America's top dog at
Westminster show

NEW YORK (AP) __:_A boblead in half.
Junior forward David bing little pompom put on a
Macalino scored a goal to tie peak performance at the
the game off an assist from Westminster Kennel Club.
Malachy the Pekingese
sophomore Sean O'Neil and
senior . Dan Lassik. However wobbled off with best in show
the Seawolves were the final Tuesday night, becoming
team to score with · six min- America's top dog much to the
utes to go as the Rams lost delight of an adoring crowd
with a 3-2 final score.
that called his name.
"He saved all his energy for
Back-to~back tough losses
left players frustrated as the . the ring today," handler David
·
·
final buzzer sounded and as Fitzpatrick said.
multiple fights · ensued. The
The 4-year-old Peke won
Rams executed, fought hard, . his 115th overall best in show
and gave great effort in the title. He beat out a Dalmatian,
third however itwas too little German shepherd, Doberman
pinscher, Irish setter, a Kerry
too late.
blue terrier and wire-haired
dachshund at Madison Square
Garden.
Fitzpatrick gave his 11pound (5-kilogram) champ a
bit of help - he carried him a
short way onto the green carpet
for the final lineup, shortening
the long walk in the ring.
Malachy's pink tongue popped
out from his black face, his eyes
sparkling like black diamonds
as he soaked in the ·cheers.
"No other dog moves like
this," Fitzpatrick said. It's true,
as a Pekingese is supposed to
move with a "-s low and dignified" gait.
Malachy chilled out after
his win, resting his silver and
white coat on a cool pack. He

had plenty of time to get ready,
having won the toy group
Monday night.'
"I kept him quiet all day,"
Fitzpatrick said.
Judge Cindy Vogels chose
the winner as fans hollered for
their favorites. The No. 2 show ·
dog in the nation this year was
clearly the most popular.
Malachy had heard it before,
having taken the toy group
here last February.
"Super dog, and he had a
stupendous night," she said .
"There's a lot of dog in a smail
package."
The
champion
at
Westminster wins a coveted silver J:lowl, but not a cent of prize
money. Instead, the prestige of
this title lasts a lifetime for any
owner, and brings a wealth of
opportunity in breeding potential.
This was the fourth time a
Peke won at Westminster, and
the first since 1990. Fitzpatrick,
who's also a co-owner, .said
Malachy was likely headed
back
to
East
Berlin, .
Pennsylvania, fot a life in
retirement.
"He'll probably chase
squirrels and he'll be pampered," Fitzpatrick said.
Right before the champion
was picked, two members of
the animal rights group PETA

